The Softchoice team is offering a complimentary VMware Licensing TechCheck using data from the VMware Installed Base Report (IBR) of your current VMware environment.

An IBR is a master list of all VMware licenses a company purchased - regardless of where the licenses were procured. This assessment provides visibility into all purchased licenses, end dates of support contracts and promotional products you may not be aware you own.

**The Softchoice VMware Licensing TechCheck:**
- Validates if your production environment is fully supported to identify gaps
- Mitigates risk by verifying your current VMware entitlements
- Establishes areas to streamline your renewal cycle
- Provides a summary with recommendations to enhance your implementation

**Discovery**
- Using an agent-less data collection tool that gathers information about your existing VMware Licensing environment

**Analysis**
- Softchoice VMware experts evaluate findings and consolidate the broad data sets into actionable insights that are validated with a client findings and recommendations session

**VMware Workshop and Analysis Report**
- Review business demands, current issues and future state goals
- Review risks and remediation through a guided data review and recommendations
- A structured review of the VMware Licensing TechCheck and evaluate options with a Softchoice Virtualization subject matter expert

**Who should be involved**
Softchoice recommends that clients assemble a cross functional IT team with a senior IT leader sponsor that provides alignment to the issues, business drivers and guides prioritization.

To arrange for a Softchoice VMware Licensing TechCheck, contact your Softchoice Account Manager to set up an appointment.